
Date & Title: 10th June Newmarket 6f Novice D2 

4.25 Dichato, Encrypted, Folk Tale, Tangled 

3.75 Devil’s Cowboy,  

3.5  

3.25 Faraahsah, Global Wealth 

3  

2.75 Polar Light 

2.5 Montague 

2.25  

2  

Preview – Looks as if it might be a better division. If Folk tale is indeed an 89 then he should take 

this. The market should reveal whether I have over-rated him. Tangled was beaten 2to in an aw 

auction race so does not look good enough. Dichato ran poorly on debut, 9/1 for Gosden and Dettori 

suggests a lesser light as did Devil’s Cowboy. 

So in my view Folk Tale the likeliest winner with Encrypted, Fahraasah and Global Wealth worth a 

close look in the paddock.  

Montague should place. 

Prior race notes 

Folk Tale – Medium but a bulkier model than the large Masar. Hard to say in the pre-parade who 

was going to be best. Folk Tale perhaps a shade less fit. Behind early then made ground on wide 

outside. Good effort. 89 

Montague – Bottom end of medium, very fit less scope than those who finished in front of him. 

Brave effort as he was up close to the pace, couldn’t get a gap at one stage and was hampered late 

on. 78 

Devil’s Cowboy – top end of small, bit lengthier than some but also tubular. Short on scope? 65 

Folk Tale review – The time of this race was 2 seconds faster than the first division which tends to 

support my thinking that this was the better division but I am not sure. I think it was more to do with 

pace. Both Montague and Encrypted were too free and went very fast early. Frankie spotted this on 

Dichato and the way he was able to make up 10l in the last furlong reinforces the idea that those 

who went to fast early all fell in a hole with the exception of Faraasah. I’m reasonably happy with 

the ratings for the three I had seen in prior races. 

 

 



 

Folk Tale – Medium, big heart cavity. Was still a bit green and fighting for his head early so did well 

to win this. When Buick did pull him out and ask him to win the race he still ran green and should 

improve further for this as he had to win ugly. 91 



 

Faraasah – Medium, scopey, lighter and longer than Folk tale, fairly fit, calling and a tad green, not 

quite the sprint back end of the winner. Ran a more efficient race than Folk Tale. 87 



 

Dichato – Lower medium, very fit, suggestion of boxiness to the back end which might limit him. 

Possibly flattered by a canny Frankie ride taking advantage of the over fast early pace. 82 



 

Tangled – Ok type, lower medium, ran an efficient race with Pat Dobbs getting the most out of him. 

77 



 

Global Wealth – Fat, chunky lower medium model, slowly away, held up and trundled on in later 

stages. 75 



 

Montague – Much too keen early and pulled his chances away, Did not look to have progressed 

physically from debut. 75 

 



Devil’s Cowboy – Ran an ok race but out of his class here. Perhaps under-rated on debut. 69 

 

Polar Light – Tall, athletic, only about 80% fit. Still a bit rough in his coat. Looks like he needs 7f 

minimum but considerable potential. 82 



 

Encrypted – To end of small, dynamic Palmer ball of muscle type that often go well on debut, 

particularly here. Jinked left then went too fast early. Probably the market got carried away. 76. 

 

 


